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Abstract
In this paper we compare the performance of a serial and a

parallel island model Genetic Algorithm for solving the Mul�

tiprocessor Scheduling Problem� We show results using �xed

and scaled problems both using and not using migration� We

have found that in addition to providing a speedup through

the use of parallel processing� the parallel island model GA

with migration �nds better quality solutions than the serial

GA�

� Introduction
The advent of time sharing systems signaled the beginning of
e�orts to maximize the use of processor resources through
the use of concurrent and parallel processing� Simultane�
ous and concurrent execution of tasks meant that CPU uti�
lization could be greatly increased and higher throughput
could be obtained� However� multitasking and multipro�
cessing systems have introduced a new problem with re�
spect to scheduling these tasks� While simple to express�
this scheduling problem has proven intractable�

The quest for e�cient� near optimal solutions to this and
other combinatorial problems has led to the development of
Genetic Algorithms GAs�� GAs borrow ideas from natural
evolution to e�ciently search a problem domain and e�ec�
tively �nd near optimal solutions in a short amount of time�
Parallel GAs have been developed to speed up this process
as well as obtain higher quality solutions�

This paper is organized as follows� Section � introduces the
Multiprocessor Scheduling Problem� including examples� re�
lated problems� and summarizing recent work� Section 	
provides an introduction to Genetic Algorithms� illustrating
how they work and including an overview of the basic con�
cepts� Section � gives a brief overview of the di�erent forms
of parallelism used in GAs and of the island model in particu�
lar� References to recent work in parallel GAs are provided�
Section � summarizes our experimental results comparing
serial and parallel island model GAs on the Multiprocessor
Scheduling Problem� Finally� Section � provides an analysis
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of our experimental results�

� Multiprocessor Scheduling
The multiprocessor scheduling problem ��� is de�ned as fol�
lows� a set of n jobs is to be scheduled on a set ofm identical
processors� A schedule is simply the sequence in which the
jobs are executed� Each job J is speci�ed as J � t� c�� where
c is the capacity memory� requirement of the job and t is
its running time� Note that only nonpreemptive job schedul�
ing is considered� That is� once a job is started it remains
in the processor until it is �nished� It is assumed that the
additional time to run multiple tasks on a single processor is
negligible� The objective is to determine a schedule of jobs
on the machines so as to minimize the total processing time�
For example� consider the case where m � 	� each processor
has memory capacity c � �� and there are n � �� jobs to be
scheduled�

Job � � 	 � � �
���� ���� ���� ���� 	��� ��	�

Job 
 � � �� �� ��
���� ��	� ���� 	��� ���� ��	�

An example schedule is shown in Figure � requiring � time
units� An optimal schedule requiring � time units is shown
in Figure ��
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Figure �� An Example Schedule

Note the Job Shop Scheduling problem is a variation of the
multiprocessor scheduling problem� In the job shop schedul�
ing problem each job� Ji requires the completion of several
tasks� Tj��� Tj��� ���� Tj�n� The tasks for any job Ji are to be
carried out in the order �� �� 	� ���� etc�� where each task j
cannot begin until task j�� j � �� has been completed ����
In the job shop scheduling problem� the processor capacity
is not considered� It is assumed every task in every job uses
the entire memory capacity of a given processor�

The multiprocessor scheduling problem is also similar to the
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Figure �� An Optimal Schedule

bin packing problem� where each processor is a bin� and each
job is a package� Similarly� in the vehicle routing problem
each vehicle is the same as a processor� and the capacity
of goods received by each customer corresponds to a job�
The multiprocessor scheduling problem� job shop schedul�
ing� �ow shop scheduling problem� bin packing and vehicle
routing problems and all of their variations are part of a
broad class of problems called the partition problem� The
partition problem is a well known problem which has been
shown to be NP�complete ���� Note� when the multiprocessor
scheduling problem and its variants are restricted to a �xed
m� it is possible to devise a pseudo�polynomial time algo�
rithm� However� in this paper we consider only the general
problem where m is not �xed�

The multiprocessor scheduling problem and its variations
of other scheduling problems are economically very impor�
tant problems� especially in industrial applications� However
there is no known solution to any of these problems that can
be done in polynomial time� Consequently� researchers have
concentrated on developing algorithms that search through
the vast state�space of the problem in an e�cient manner
looking for near optimal solutions�

Yamada and Nakano ���� developed a GA implementation
for large�scale job shop problems� Also� Davidor et al� ���
investigated GAs as a technique for solving the job shop
scheduling problem� Kidwell ��� developed a GA to schedule
distributed tasks on a bus�based system� Li and Cheng ����
developed a job shop scheduling algorithm to partition a
mesh connected system� where jobs require square meshes
and the system itself is a square mesh with size a power
of two� This problem is similar to a two�dimensional bin
packing problem� Corcoran and Wainwright ��� present a
GA for solving the two dimensional bin packing problem�

� Genetic Algorithms
A genetic algorithm is an iterative procedure which borrows
the ideas of natural selection and �survival of the �ttest�
from natural evolution� By simulating natural evolution�
in this way� a GA can easily solve complex problems� Fur�
thermore� by emulating biological selection and reproduction
techniques� a GA can e�ectively search the problem domain
in a general� representation�independent manner�

The genetic algorithm maintains a population or pool of can�
didate solutions for a given objective function� The candi�
date solutions represent an encoding of the problem into a
form that is analogous to the chromosomes of biological sys�

tems� Each chromosome is made up of a string of genes
whose values are called alleles�� The chromosome is typ�
ically represented in the GA as a string of bits� However�
integers and �oating point numbers can easily be used� As�
sociated with each chromosome is a �tness value� which is
found by evaluating the chromosome with the objective func�
tion� It is the �tness of a chromosome which determines its
ability to survive and produce o�spring�

Once an initial pool has been generated and all of its mem�
bers have been evaluated� the genetic algorithm begins its
emulation of the life cycle� The pool size remains constant
throughout the GA� At each step in the iteration� chromo�
somes are probabilistically selected from the population for
reproduction according to the principle of the �survival of
the �ttest�� O�spring are generated through a process called
crossover� which can be augmented by mutation� The o��
spring are then placed back in the pool� perhaps replacing
other members of the pool� This process can be modeled
using either a �generational� ��� 
� or a �steady�state� ����
genetic algorithm� The generational GA saves o�spring in
a temporary location until the end of a generation� At
that time the o�spring replace the entire current popula�
tion� Conversely� the steady�state GA immediately places
o�spring back into the current population�

� Parallel GAs
Parallel GAs PGAs� can be classi�ed according to three
di�erent models� global� island� and cellular� See Gordon
and Whitley ���� and Knight and Wainwright ���� for more
detail�

Global model PGAs use parallel techniques to speed up the
operation of the GA without changing the basic operation
of the sequential GA� In this model� the genetic algorithm
employs a single global population without locality consid�
erations� That is� a panmictic global� mating strategy is
used where mating probability is independent of location�
This model requires global synchronization and control of
the GA� Ironically� the global models have not received as
much attention as the others because of machine dependency
considerations�

Island models arose out of the desire to exploit coarse grained
parallel architectures� While global models use a panmic�
tic mating strategy� island models use a strategy usually
found in a polytypic species� which evolve in isolated sub�
groups with more interaction within subgroups than between
them� The island model typically runs a serial GA on each
of several loosely connected processors� Each GA is identi�
cal to but independent of the others� Each GA is usually
started with a di�erent random seed� Periodically� individ�
uals are transmitted between the islands in a process called
migration� The island model strategy eliminates the global
synchronization that is required in the panmictic approach�
However� some synchronization is usually required for mi�
gration�

Cellular models a term used by Whitley ��	�� arose from the
desire to exploit the �ne grained� massively parallel architec�
tures� These machines consist of a huge number of simple
processors typically connected in a ring or torus topology�
In general� the cellular model assigns one chromosome per
processor and limits selection and mating to local neighbor�



hoods or demes� While the island model has �xed bound�
aries between its subpopulations and a structured mecha�
nism for migration� the cellular model has overlapping demes
and incorporates migration to the same e�ect without the
overhead involved� It achieves the same e�ect of isolation
found in the island model by using isolation by distance�
In this case� new species are formed at the boundaries be�
tween emergent structures� The cellular model also avoids
the problems associated with the panmictic approach� such
as global synchronization� However� cellular models require
a large amount of communication�

� Experimental Results
We developed all of our genetic algorithms using LibGA ����
We implemented a typical serial GA for the multiprocessor
scheduling problem� as well as a parallel GA using the island
model� Since we used the same library to implement both
GAs� the GA used on each processor in the island model was
identical to the one used in the serial GA� The parallel GA
was implemented using Intel�s iPSC�� simulator� Note� the
serial GA was implemented without the simulator� however�
it is identical to the parallel GA with one processor� All
tests were run on a Sun SparcStation �� Model 	� under
Solaris ���� Processing times given are actual CPU time�
which is independent of processor load� The parameters used
by the GA include� generational reproduction with elitism�
roulette selection� asexual crossover with probability ���� and
swap mutation with probability ����� Asexual crossover and
swap mutation are unique to LibGA ���� Asexual crossover
and swap mutation both swap two randomly selected genes�
The crossover probability used was the default value used in
LibGA� The remainder of the operators and parameters are
those typically used in genetic algorithms ����

We used four data sets in our tests� L��� R��� R��� and R
��
The L�� data set is a contrived set composed of �� tasks with
a known optimal schedule time of ��� The R��� R��� and
R
� data sets were generated at random and are composed
of ��� ��� and 
� tasks� respectively� The optimal solutions
for the R��� R��� and R
� data sets are unknown� however�
they cannot be less than �	� ��� and ��� respectively�

Our goal in this research was to compare the performance
of the serial and island parallel model GAs both in terms of
time required to �nd a solution and the quality of the solu�
tion obtained� In order to be fair to both techniques� as well
as to be thorough in our research� we compared the results
for the serial GA to those for the parallel GA using both
�xed and scaled problems� These results are summarized
below�

��� Serial GA
Table � shows our results for the serial GA� Each set was
run sixteen times using di�erent initial seeds� Each run was
limited to ��� generations and the pool size was ���� The
columns in the table report the best result obtained for each
set xmin�� as well as the average �x�� variance ���� and
standard deviation �� for the set of �� runs� The rows in
the table report statistics for each set� which are the �tness�
obtained for each run fr�� and the number of generations
m� and CPU time in seconds T�� when fr �rst appeared
in the population� � For example� results for the L�� set

�The time required to reach ��� generations is not included as
it showed little change between runs and has no bearing on our

indicate the best performing run obtained a �tness of ��
the optimum� in �� generations or �
��� seconds of CPU
time� For the L�� data set on average� the �tness was ������
the number of generations was 

���� and the average CPU
time was 
���
 seconds�
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Table �� Results for Serial GA

��� Fixed PGA
Our �xed PGA maintained a total population size of ���� as
used in the serial GA� This means that the population size
on each processor� n� is determined by dividing the total
population size� N � by the number of processors used� p�
Thus� n � N�p� Clearly� as more processors are added to
the �xed problem� each processor has a smaller pool to work
with� This has the advantage of speeding up the execution of
the GA and the disadvantage of reducing the GAs sampling
e�ciency� However� the �xed problem ensures the sampling
of the search space examined is the same size for both the
serial and parallel GAs�

Table � shows our �xed results without migration� Each
data set was tested with �� �� �� and �� processors� For each
set and number of processors p�� the table lists the �nal
�tness value fr�� the generation m� and time Tp� when fr
�rst appeared� and the percentage of processors containing
fr �r�� The table clearly indicates that the addition of
more processors led to faster CPU times� However� this was
at the expense of solution quality� In general� the sequential
GA performed better in the quality of the solution than the
�xed PGA without migration� Compare the fr column in
Table � with the xmin column and fr rows in Table ��

Table 	 shows our �xed results with migration� The ta�
ble lists fr� m� Tp� and �r� which are de�ned above� In
addition� there are two new parameters� migration interval
Mi� and migration rate Mr�� The migration interval is
the number of iterations between migrations� We used Mi

values of �� ��� ��� 
�� and ��� iterations which respectively
represent ��� ��� ���� ���� and ��� of the total number
of iterations allowed� The migration rate is the percentage
of the pool which will migrate� We used Mr values of ���
��� ���� ���� and ���� Migrants were selected with the
GAs selection function and passed to one neighbor using a
ring topology� Migrants accepted from the other neighbor
replaced the worst Mr percent of the population�

Table 	 clearly has exceptional performance in the L�� and
R�� data sets� The addition of more processors reduces ex�
ecution time without sacri�cing solution quality� The R��

discussion�
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Table �� Results for Fixed PGA without Migration
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Table �� Results for Fixed PGA with Migration

data set has similar results� yet the percentage of islands
containing the best solution is beginning to dwindle� This is
better seen in the R
� data set� where the solution quality
has degraded for larger numbers of processors� The results
suggest that there is a minimum threshold population to
search space size ratio that must be maintained to ensure
an e�cient search of the space� With a chromosome length
of 
� there are more than ����� possible solutions� With ��
processors there are only �� chromosomes in each processor�
It appears that this is insu�cient genetic material to work
with for such a large search space� As expected� the PGA
works much better with migration than without migration�

Figure 	 shows the migration overhead using �� processors�
These are actual experimental results obtained for a typical
run� The �gure shows percentage overhead as a function
of migration rate for three di�erent migration intervals� ��
��� and ��� When Mi is �� migration occurs the most fre�
quently� As the solid line in Figure 	 shows� when Mr is
increased from �� to ���� the migration overhead quickly
grows from �� to nearly ���� Larger migration intervals
cause migration to occur less frequently� Migration inter�
vals of �� and �� are illustrated in the �gure with dashed
and dotted lines� respectively� These larger intervals lead to
slower growth in migration overhead� In most of our runs�
the migration overhead never exceeded ��� and was well

worth the e�ort�
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Figure �� Migration Overhead with �� Processors

��� Scaled PGA
Our scaled PGA used a population size of ��� on each pro�

cessor� That is� the total population size increased as more
processors were added� This model makes the maximum use
of each available processor so that a larger sample of the
search space can be examined in the same amount of time�

Table � shows our scaled results without migration� The
columns p� fr� m� Tp� and �r are de�ned as before� Here we
�nd that the time to �nd the fr is longer compared to the
�xed problem� However� this extra time was well worth the
e�ort considering the improvement in solution quality� The
addition of more processors had no e�ect on the solution
quality� but in some cases reduced the time needed to �nd
the solution� Note that the solutions found by the scaled
PGA without migration were the same as the best obtained
by the serial GA�
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Table �� Results for Scaled PGA without Migration

Table � shows our scaled results with migration� Column
values are de�ned as before� For the �rst three data sets�
we see that solution quality is the same as the �xed prob�
lem with migration� However� the times required to �nd the
solution are greatly reduced� The solutions for these three
sets match the best results from the serial GA� The times
to obtain the solutions were somewhat higher than the best
of the serial GA�s� but were much better than the average
serial GA time� The most impressive results are for the R
�
data set� Here the scaled PGA with migration outperformed



any other method� It was able to obtain 
� while the best
the other methods could obtain was 
	� This is especially
remarkable considering these results are extremely close to
optimal� for this data set the optimal can be no better than
��� Note the scaled PGA with migration actually has better
solution quality as more processors are added� This is un�
like the �xed PGA with migration which had worse solution
quality as more processors were added� This is caused by re�
duced sampling e�ciency from the use of smaller pool sizes
for larger processor sets in the �xed PGA with migration�
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Table �� Results for Scaled PGA with Migration

� Conclusions
In this paper� we have studied the multiprocessor schedul�
ing problem and explored its implementation using a serial
model and a parallel island model genetic algorithm� We
found that the serial GA was able to �nd optimal or near
optimal answers for the multiprocessor scheduling problem
on our four data sets� In our experiments we tested a �xed
and a scaled parallel island model GA both with and without
migration�

We found that in both the �xed and scaled PGAs without
migration we obtained roughly the same performance as the
serial GA� except that performance tended to degrade in
the �xed problem as more processors were added� This was
caused by a reduction in sampling e�ciency from the use
of smaller pool sizes for larger processor sets� The inclusion
of migration in the �xed PGA improved the performance
for three of the four data sets� Performance started to de�
cline in the fourth data set when the sample size per proces�
sor was smaller in proportion to the search space size than
for the other data sets� In the scaled PGA without migra�
tion� we observed improved performance in solution quality
with a small degradation in speed� However� this was to be
expected� considering the increased sample size and corre�
sponding increase in sampling e�ciency� In the scaled PGA
with migration� the increased sampling e�ciency of a larger
sample size combined with the collaborative like e�ects of
migration resulted in a relatively large improvement in the
solution quality�

Our results show the scaled PGA with migration o�ers both
improved solution quality and speedup due to parallel pro�
cessing� However� we found the �xed PGA o�ers speedup
at the expense of solution quality� Because of this� we feel

the scaled PGA with migration is far superior to the other
methods tested� We expect this trend to continue for even
larger problems than R
�� as the search space size increases
combinatorially�

In the future� we plan to examine this problem using a cel�
lular PGA to determine if further improvement is possible�
The cellular PGA is especially interesting because it more
closely models the natural evolutionary process� It will also
be useful to compare our results with other heuristic meth�
ods� such as hill climbing� In addition� we have recently
received time on a Paragon and plan to run larger cases of
our island PGA on that machine�
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